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An event was conducted on 25July, 2022 in Government College of Engineering, 

Amravati under Institution‟s Innovation Council GCOEA. Guest Mr.Rahul Sawant Sir. 

He is a Founder of Q UP App which is India‟s First Real Timing Queuing Platform for 

Healthcare. Q UP is an  Online Doctor Appointment Booking App And Doctors Best 

Clinic Or Healthcare App Making Company. Q UP helps doctor to make their own brand 

doctor‟s app to manage their clinic or hospital. Building your own healthcare app helps to 

carry out day-to-day activity like patient management, generate e-prescriptions, electronic 

medical record (EMR app) facility, video and audio online consultation with patient, etc. 

Q UP not only provides solution for doctor app but also provide a seamless appointment 

booking solution with doctor for patient.  

 

Event was conducted online on WebEx platform and commenced by the welcome of our 

guest by Dr. R.M. Metkar Sir and Dr. S.A. Lohi Sir, Followed by the Introduction of our 

guest by miss. Vaidehi Ladhe from 4
th

 Year Civil Engineering and miss. Shruti Deshmukh 

From 4
th

 Year Information Technology Engineering. Rahul Sawant Sir holds MBA degree 

in Marketing & HR, Bachelor in Computer Science and MA in Political Science. Sir has a 

huge experience in working with companies like Biniyas IT, Religare, KARVY and 

Anand Rathi where sir was responsible for business expansion and branch. He worked for 

Team building and training , worked on product development and launch and also on 

revenue generation and growth hacking.  

„ 

The Session was on Startup and Entrepreneurship where sir had prepared a presentation 

for the session and the sir started presentation where he explained about Startup, Stages of 

startup and Key elements of startup.Sir also explained about the different funding options 

and different funding stages for any startup. During the presentation sir was mainly 

focused on the startup mantras which are helpful for every entrepreneur and should be 

followed by every startup for successful growth. As failure is a part of any startup so sir 

also explained about that why 90% of startup fails. “Why students should startup” is an 

interesting topic covered by Rahul Sawant Sir. Sir also told all the attendees about 

different books and movies should should read and watch. 
 

The whole session was very interactive where attendees asked their different questions and 

doubts to guest. All the answers and suggestions of sir was very informative and helpful for 

all attendees. The whole session was managed by team of IIC coordinators and event was a 

grand success which was concluded by beautiful vote of thanks by miss. Shruti Deshmukh. 

 



Glimpses from the event : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


